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dream

but as it

sympathy.
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scale,
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I used to run at the
there

to speech
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And at the University

and

of Madison,

scheme of this kind is

who find it more amenable

than by serving

to

in the centre

of Health,

colleagues

analysis

returned

this such a powerful

informs me that a service

clinicians,

or

and profiles

little

Certainly,

(and my former

send in audio
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I found

linguistic

to refer patients
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by our Department

in the idea?

of specialised

Professor

in a cafe or bar.

to earn some money
So it is not

a dream.

However
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it is done,

is as critical

be noted,

the pages
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the need

different

therapy

or assessment,

journal.

kind

They

of individual

But these are case studies,

I am not talking

on how exactly

of intervention.

case studies

than is traditionally

but of therapeutic

focus attention

They are studies

for descriptive

today as it ever was.

of a rather

of a speech

of diagnosis
studies

points

centre

laboratory.

would

and the language

the proposal

we offered

they deserve?

of the service

In the assessment

this kind of work

entirely

should

done.

that they have

pathological

consultation.

it for consideration

therapists

- a linguistic

linguistic

all

job satisfactorily?

had set up a national

themselves

that I proposed

they would

the government

case notes,

for future

therapists

on how much

to do their

of speech

A copy of the taped material

part of an archive

to analyse

And ought not they to be

the treatment

samples

tapes, with background

analysed

lists?

to the complaints

once, in which

do have

be able to see if, tomorrow,

they be able

their waiting

they send them to the

and to reflect

they would

Would

themselves;

in blood

And secondly,

who look down on speech

to bear this point in mind,

path labs were

in this respect.

on the other hand,

Doctors

patients

of significance

the job is done by specialist

therapists,

samples.

be able to do, how many

Would

complicated,

their samples

laboratory,

their own pathological
would

there are far fewer variables

encountered

here about

case studies
the therapist

show what happened

it
in

case studies

- in other words,
teaches
when

the patient.

a particular
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therapist

decided

or words

to teach,

for 'fruit'.

used by both patient
effect
need

and therapist,

a predictive

different

foundation.

patients

techniques

were

were

taught

by having

ourselves

which

use documented
'wheel',

teach

techniques

takes to make

It would

by individual

a particular

therapists

progress

of other

linguistic

feature?

intervention

- of the kind

satisfaction
available.
to happen,

- of knowing

when we intervene.

of the patient,
a parent

grows

up?'

obtain

or the parent.

asks,

'What will

And is it not embarrassing

this knowledge,

moreover

maintain

our care.

we must

studies.

What

secondary

school,

Does he still show any symptoms
studies

of this kind

patient

becomes

disappear,

suggest

'normal'

and instead

it, we would

to become

the best way to

of therapeutic

young man who had been a patient

learns

is likely

most

in the mind

question

of all,

be like when

that we do not know?

a case study mentality
even after

routinely

that some symptoms

of

is the best currently

to reply

of his handicap

the patient

the

time could be saved, if

To

has left

in follow-up

child when he went

to

How is he doing now?

at age 20, 30, 40?
do indeed

disappear,

A few
and the

but at the same time, others

to compensate

he

- and

the patient

involved

job did he get?

in these respects;

to

time must be

'What will his language

to have

What

out for

to 're-invent

How much

And

be able

we can predict what

to our language-handicapped

and left school?

to work

all, is the question

longitudinally,

in other words,

happened

where

once again develop

this mentality

We need,

of having

Is it not the most difficult
happen?',

to rely on?

It is also a question

of action

This, after

this

can provide.

of time.

We need to get into a position

a

would we not be much

be necessary

And how much

that case studies

of the way

to sense ~hich

out for themselves

that our course

We

our subject

studies

therapists

body of data on methods

But it is not just a question

worked.

in acquiring

Instead

no longer

working

and the

less so, and also develop

as each of us does every day when we teach.

only there were a centralised

when

begin

to use, and how to go about

procedures.

employed,

to provide

if we had a dozen

wisdom

the language

the teaching

are the only way

and which were

the accumulated

in,

reason.

this not save us a great deal of time?

wasted,

and materials

in vs on, we would

the most useful,

goals,

And when we next came to teach this contrast,

assisted
would

for one main

Imagine,

sense of how long it typically
contrast.

the methods

is this: such studies

or the preposition

of the teaching

They show, in short, whether

of such studies,

The reason
with

They give details

on the patient.

thousands

say, the /p/ vs /b/ contrast,

for them.

of ours some ten years before.

do not

I once met a
He was somewhat
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reserved,

and spoke very

His parents,
occasions,

afterwards,

told me that this was typical,

speech

the boy still

therapy.

transfer

and primary

case notes
it could

forwards

be routine

something

detected

of information
school,

systematic

reorganisation

with a child as he moves
to send notes back,

that earlier

could have helped

this being done, even on a small

be informed

if you know of any such procedures

interventions
Please

believe

that the future

with our patients,

available,

and schools,
for you have

All I am saying

and make

it available

and write

and disseminate

the journal

the publication
asked

of case studies

for such studies
(I hav~ copi~

studies

should

matter
studies

up our

case studies.

This is not the kind of

departments.

It must

be done in

The data is already

and keep records

One really

of what

a particular
fully

you do.

teaching
than usual,

When

like one.)

Everywhere

lack of self-confidence.

data, we have

is committed

of this type.

'Who would want

recommends

days,

of such

I ask therapists
it seems,

up an account

sessions

such

But the sad fact of the

The problem,

as long as one's

to

in this month's

only a handful

I go these

lack of time - for it does not take long to write
point,

which

body to

it was set up, in 1985, it

of how this journal

is that, in the three years of publication,

they do not send in accounts

for child

and it has done so again

if anyone would

have been submitted.

a centralised

and Therapy',

of this kind.

of the summary

needs

At present,

Teaching

to be submitted,

be written,

taught a particular

therapy

it up rather more

such information.

'Child La¥nguage

issue.

like to

to others.

How is it to be made available?
publish

I have never

rests on our writing

by people who teach routinely.

patient,

were

in operation.

'you'.

each week,

so

centre would

and would very much

is that, from time to time, you select

task with a particular

and localities,

of weakness

in the form of individual

to teach,

secondary

Just as we send

to eliminate.

of our subject

that can be done only in university

our clinics

only

scale,

note I say 'we' - or, to be specific,

research

and another.

any areas

come across

I firmly

between

schools

of our

for this

so that the originating

and whether

intervention

of this kind.

to arrange

between

at the

or failure

especially

one locality

and showed

he first arrived

information

to take place,

or between

of what happened,

when

normal.

but that, on stressful

at all of the success

It would not take a massive

'downward'
school

we have no information

perfectly

became non-fluent,

he had demonstrated

If only we had fuller and more

But so often,

learn

but what he did say sounded

or when he was tired,

signs of the tangled
clinic.

little,

why

is not always

of how one

have been recorded.

It is

to know how I taught prepositions?'
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said one therapist.

'I don't

she replied

that

her whether

the method

reluctant
are

feel I could',

'I'm not sure whether
was successful,

to share her knowledge?

'acceptable'

unacceptable

and

we have no idea what
in this domain,

I'm using

and when

an accepted

asked why,

method'.

and she said it was.

I asked

So why was she so

Where did she get the idea from that there

'unacceptable'

techniques

said another,

linguistic

techniques?

are those which never work,

these are.

There

given our universal

The only

and at this point

in time,

is noone who can dare criticise

ignorance

of the specific

another,

effects

of our

interventions.
There
happens

is nothing

new about

in other fields.

example,

In the field of foreign

there are several

classroom

teaching

this kind of study, when you look at what

journals

- papers

devoted

on how to teach

the future

and the like.

Why not in our field?

medicine

thrusts

forward.

How did it come
medical

to its present

intervention

take such-and-such
such-and-such
will

happening

work

to our bodies,

- studies,

treatment

in the field of language

to start

pathology

It is a road that must
travelling

research,

along

it.

on which

with

claims

about

A doctor will now tell us that if we
a way, we will

in which

patient.

predictions

overnight.

case studies
when

It is
have been
a

It takes a long time to
can be based.

are at the beginning

be travelled.

find

a time the disease

up, of what happened

was used on a particular

up such a body of knowledge

therefore.

it can make predictive

and in such-and-such

written

of

come to be a science?

This kind of thing did not happen

carefully

and practice

the analogy

science

or act in such-and-such

of 200 years of painstaking

the foundation
particular

state, where

for

tense, or the definite

Or again,

How did medical

such confidence?

a medicine,

have run its course.

the result

build

with

teaching,

to the principles

article,

itself

language

We who

of a long road,

And it is our responsibility

